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Digital libraries need objects
Users should be able to “download, manipulate, morph, 
annotate, cross-search, and repurpose digital library 
content” 
David Seaman 
https://www.educause.edu/ir/library/pdf/ERM0348.pdf
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The Asset Action 
portal:
Digital services need 
digital objects
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Collections
 Charles W. Cushman Photograph Collection Indiana 
University Archives  
 Encyclopedia of Chicago (Chicago Historical Society)
 Northwestern University Library World War II Poster 
Collection
  African Posters from the Melville J. Herskovits Library of 
African Studies at Northwestern University 
 The Edwin C. Bolles Collection: A Digital Archive on the 
History and Topography of London (Digital Collections and 
Archives - Tufts University)
 3258 metadata records in MODS and OAI DC
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Proposing a list of actions
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Browsing pictures with thumbnails
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Metadata and multiple views of the picture
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Resizing the picture
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Bookbag
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Export bookbag to PDF or Word
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Email collection
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Annotate
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Collector tool options
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Collect pictures
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Image viewer
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Slideshow
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The Asset Definition:
A list of Actionable 
URLs
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The Asset Definition format
the image, in an environment allowing user to execute actions 
such as zoom.
Dynamic View
largest image available or image with the largest available 
resolution
Max Size
screen size image (taking the reference of a 800*600 display(?))Screen Size
reduced-size versions of picturesThumbnail
the image integrated in a Webpage, including a navigation bar 
and contextual information
Web View
XML metadata record (DC at this point)Description
to display with the imageLabel
to include in snippetsPreview
the asset action recordAsset Definition
ContentAction
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DP keeps responsibility of the resource
 <points>257,624 
382,743</points> 
coordinates and annotation
Picture
Annotations 
storage server
Content 
provider 
image  server
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An annotation includes a pointer
<foaf:Image 
rdf:about="http%3A//images.encyclopedia.chicagohistory.org/is/ima
ge/Illustrations/11088.tif%3Fwid%3D600%26resmode%3Dsharp%2
6op_usm%3D1%2C0.5%2C0.5">
[…]
- <hasPart xmlns="http://jibbering.com/vocabs/image/#">
- <Rectangle rdf:ID="p2">
  <points>257,624 382,743</points> 
  <title xmlns="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/">title</title> 
  <description 
xmlns="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/">lion</description> 
- <depicts rdf:parseType="Resource">
  <description xmlns="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/">in the 
shadow</description> 
  </depicts>
  </Rectangle>
  </hasPart>
  </foaf:Image>
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A collection is an XML list of pointers
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Issues for architectures relying on pointers
 Persistence and reliability of pointers
 We need to point to 
 All representations of objects (views and metadata)
 Parts of objects
 Groups of objects
⇒ Entities in the Pathways Core data model
⇒ We need ontologies and mechanisms to allow pointers to all 
types of entities
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Issues with the Asset Definition schema
 Overloads data 
providers
 Create an Asset 
Definition
 Integrate their Asset 
Definition in a suitable 
schema
- <mods:recordInfo>
  <mods:recordContentSource>Indiana University Digital Library 
Program</mods:recordContentSource> 
  <mods:recordCreationDate encoding="w3cdtf">2004-09-09</mods:recordCreationDate> 
  <mods:recordIdentifier>archives/cushman/P02584</mods:recordIdentifier> 
  </mods:recordInfo>
  </mods:mods>
- <aqa:assetActions type="image" objid="archives/cushman/P02584">
- <aqa:actionGroup name="defaultActionGroup" label="default Action Group">
  <aqa:action format="text/xml" name="getAssetDefinition" label="Asset Definition" 
uri="http://melpomene.dlib.indiana.edu/cgi-
bin/aquifer/getAssetDefinition?archives/cushman/P02584" /> 
  <aqa:action format="image/jpeg" name="getPreview" label="Preview" 
uri="http://purl.dlib.indiana.edu/iudl/archives/cushman/thumbnail/P02584.jpg" /> 
  <aqa:action format="text/plain" name="getLabel" label="Label" 
uri="http://melpomene.dlib.indiana.edu/cgi-bin/aquifer/getLabel?archives/cushman/P02584" /> 
  <aqa:action format="text/xml" name="getDCRecord" label="Description" 
uri="http://melpomene.dlib.indiana.edu/cgi-bin/aquifer/getDCRecord?archives/cushman/P02584" 
/> 
  <aqa:action format="text/html" name="getWebView" label="Web View" 
uri="http://purl.dlib.indiana.edu/iudl/archives/cushman/P02584" /> 
  <aqa:action format="image/jpeg" name="getDefaultContent" label="Default Content" 
uri="http://purl.dlib.indiana.edu/iudl/archives/cushman/full/P02584.jpg" /> 
  </aqa:actionGroup>
- <aqa:actionGroup name="basicImageActionGroup" label="basic Image Action Group">
  <aqa:action format="image/jpeg" name="getThumbnail" label="Thumbnail" 
uri="http://purl.dlib.indiana.edu/iudl/archives/cushman/thumbnail/P02584.jpg" /> 
  <aqa:action format="image/jpeg" name="getScreenSize" label="Screen Size" 
uri="http://purl.dlib.indiana.edu/iudl/archives/cushman/screen/P02584.jpg" /> 
  <aqa:action format="image/jpeg" name="getMaxSize" label="Max Size" 
uri="http://purl.dlib.indiana.edu/iudl/archives/cushman/full/P02584.jpg" /> 
  <aqa:action format="text/html" name="getDynamicView" label="Dynamic View" 
uri="http://purl.dlib.indiana.edu/iudl/archives/cushman/P02584" /> 
  </aqa:actionGroup>
  </aqa:assetActions>
  </aqmods:wrapper>
  </metadata>
  </record>
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Making sure  
Data Providers 
will not have to do extra 
work
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The relation between metadata and resources
 Behind the URLs
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From metadata to digital object
9696Total
1733 clicks
53392 clicks
26541click
# collections
(if thumbnails or tables of 
content are not considered 
resource)
# collections
(if thumbnails or tables of 
content are considered 
resource)
Out of 96 CIC collections (June 2006)
# of clicks to the resource from the 
service provider’s list of results
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Linking from a Record to a Resource
“It is best practice to provide one, primary URL that is a link 
to the resource with its contextual material (e.g. metadata, 
navigation to the collection homepage). “
DLF/NSDL best practices for shareable metadata
http://comm.nsdl.org/download.php/653/ShareableMetadataBestPractic
es.doc
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Adding thumbnails to a service provider
 The Thumbgrabber application
 Takes a URL (default to dc:identifier)
 Scan page
 Creates a thumbnail out of the largest image
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Adaptation of the Thumbgrabber
version of the program which created the thumbnailSoftware 
Mime type of the image from which the thumbnail was 
createdOriginalMIMEType 
size of the image from which the thumbnail was createdOriginalSize 
height in pixels of the image from which the thumbnail 
was createdOriginalHeight 
width in pixels of the image from which the thumbnail was 
createdOriginalWidth
Image from which a thumbnail was created
Original Thumbnail 
Source
URL of the page parsed by the programThumbnail Source 
OAI identifier of the metadata recordOAI Item Identifier 
ALT tag on imageDescription
DescriptionProperty
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A limited set of available pointers
-Dynamic 
View
Image on the WebpageMax Size
Image on the WebpageScreen Size
Thumbnail created by the Thumbgrabber programThumbnail elementThumbnail
URL of the page [best practice]Web View
Query for the DC record in 
the OAI repository 
from which the record 
was harvested
Description
Alt tag on largest imageDC:Title propertyLabel
Thumbnail created by the Thumbgrabber programThumbnail elementPreview
Webpage behind the URLMetadata record (any 
metadata format)
Action
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Generation of Asset Definitions - ContentDM
 Auburn University ContentDM
 Alabama Cooperative Extension System (ACES) Photographs 
 Auburn University Football Programs
  Eddie Rickenbacker Collection 
 Caroline Dean Wildflower Collection 
 Board of Trustees Minutes 
 Auburn University Photographs Collection
 University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
 American Library association finding-aid
 Collins Collection of Irish Political Cartoons 
 French World War I posters 
 German Emblem Books 
 Illinois Historical Maps Online 
 Motley Collection of Theatre and Costume Design
 Russian Publics
 Teaching with digital content
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Generation of Asset Definitions – other system
 Library of Congress
 Taking the Long View: Panoramic Photographs, 1851-1991 
 Selected maps digitized by the Library of Congress 
 Civil War Photographs 
 Cartoon Prints, British (bulk 1780-1830)
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Metadata are enhanced with Asset Definitions
Metadata harvested in simple Dublin Core then reprocessed 
to generate pointers
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2 dynamic scripts
• A Label Generator 
takes a string (ALT tag or DC:Title) and generates plain text
=> A text pointer
http://cicharvest.grainger.uiuc.edu/service/getlabel.asp?label
=View%20of%20Warren%2C%20Mass.%20%3A%201879%20
• A Description Generator 
Takes a repository baseURL, an oai identifier, verb and 
metadataPrefix
=> A dynamic description
http://cicharvest.grainger.uiuc.edu/service/getMetadataRecord.asp?baseURL
=http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/oai2_0&amp;verb=
GetRecord&amp;metadataPrefix=oai_dc&amp;identifier
=oai:lcoa1.loc.gov:loc.gmd/g3764w.pm003273 
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Description harvest for the collection tool
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Reliable [?] pointers
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Issue of asynchronous processes
 Availability of objects can change while the metadata 
are in production
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An HTTP-based Object Delivery Service
 Find an object based on a URL or an OAI identifier
http://cicharvest.grainger.uiuc.edu/service/getview.asp?url=http://content.lib.auburn.edu/u?/aunumphoto,21&format=thumbnail
 http://cicharvest.grainger.uiuc.edu/service/getview.asp?oai
=oai:content.lib.auburn.edu:aunumphoto/21&format=thumbnail 
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The object delivery
 Object is delivered as a datastream
 From a local object (if created by Thumbgrabber)
 From a remote object if the pointer is directed to a data 
provider Website
 Sets the mime type
 A machine can know if there is an object
 HTTP status
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A series of formats
►Thumbnail
►Small
►Screensize
►Maxsize
►AssetDefinition
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And their definition
 Everybody has 
a different 
definition for a 
thumbnail
ridiculous 
large
192x192
super large160x160
extra large144x144
Large128x128
Medium96x96
Small64x64
very small48x48
Descriptive 
name
Dimension (width 
x height)
Jens Finke's reference  sizes for 
thumbnails 
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What if the object does not exist?
 Delivers an empty pixel
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The adaptFormat parameter
 http://cicharvest.grainger.uiuc
.edu/service/getview.asp?oai
=oai:lcoa1.loc.gov:loc.gmd/g3
200.ct000123&format=screen
size
 Will generate an empty 
pixel
 http://cicharvest.grainger.uiuc
.edu/service/getview.asp?oai
=oai:lcoa1.loc.gov:loc.gmd/g3
200.ct000123&format=screen
size&adaptformat=1
 Delivers a small image
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All this is actually 
working
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IMLS DCC
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CIC metadata portal
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DLF-Aquifer Asset Actions portal
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Conclusion
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Key concepts
 Data providers retain the responsibility of maintaining the 
authoritative version of their resource. There is no need to 
duplicate the object in building the distributed digital 
library.
 Applications only use pointers
 Objects are accessed and used in real time by end users and 
services
 A registry of pointers
 Adaptation of pointers to the context
 Eg. For accessibility issues
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What’s next?
 A list of text actions to collect more than pictures
 Integration in the Pathways Core architecture
 Deliverying and uploading objects can work with pointers from 
the HTTP-based Object Delivery Service?
 Deeper spidering of the Data Providers’ Websites
 Enriching the ontology of entities for academic and heritage 
resources
 Finding a way of expressing IPR related to manipulation of objects
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